
Object Study: in preparation for {p2}
Record the following in your Visual Journal. 
Complete object study BEFORE our next SPACE studio.

SKETCH {at least six total}
Front view/back view
Side view/other side view
Two detailed sketches {zoom into two different areas you find interesting}

FORM {thoughtfully answer each question in detail} 

What shape is it {organic vs. inorganic}?

What are its repetitive components, or visual elements? Lines, shapes, color, texture,  
value, space? Describe how EACH element + principle of design is visual present?

What visual elements are being repeated? Only occur once? How? Explain

Describe the dominate shape? Does it remind you of other shapes?

Describe the color?  

What are its surface textures? Describe materials used in making this form

Is it heavy? Soft/hard? Dense? Brittle/pliable? Fragile vs. strong?

Can it be balanced? How? Any movement restrictions?

Is the interior structure visible? Is it an open or closed form?

Does it make noise? Explain?

Have a smell?

Any text or numbers on the object? Identifying marks?

What are the exact measurements of your object {use a ruler or tape measure}?

How is the aspect/element of time present in your object? 

Function + Meaning + Interpretation {thoughtfully research + respond}

What is it?

Who uses it? What kind of person? Rich? Poor? Educated? Young? Old?

Does your object have a function? Describe? Are there multiple functions?

How is it made?
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Elements + Principles of Design:     

point + line + plane + shape + mass+ 
volume + texture + value + color+ space 
time + motion + words & sounds  
directional force + size + scale 
proportion + balance + contrast 
repetition + unity + variety + emphasis 

elements = parts/components    
principles = how you USE the parts

formal themes {elements + principles}
are present in all works of art/design

Additionally Investigate:                                              
appropriation                                   
artifact                                                
found object                                       
visual transformation                                   
being intentional                                             
ambition {dazzle yourself + dazzle us}
conceptual themes                                                             
your artistic habits                                    
pushing beyond the expected solution         
sampling                                                     
abstraction                                               
tension                                                      
your contemporary artist {research!!!}                                              
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Is it a toy? Tool? Weapon?

What is its value {socially, environmentally, politically, economically}? How so?

List all of things that your object REMINDS you of? Really think.

What ideas might be carried in this object?

Does this object remind you of a memory or story? How?

Does your object symbolize something? How could your object function as a 
metaphor?

If this object could have a gender, what gender would it be? Why? 

If your object had a theme song, what song would it be and why?

If your object could talk, what do you think it would say? Why?

Describe this object in as many ways as possible.

Exhaust your imagination and detail what you discover.

RESEARCH {beyond google; become an EXPERT} 

ALL objects carry history + meaning, explain how this relates to your object?

How has your object has evolved throughout history? 

How has access to this object changed? 

Has the form/design of your object changed? 

Consider cultural aspects of your object? How do different cultures view/understand 
your object? 

Does this object have a connection to art history? How?

Feel free to post images of this research residue in your Visual Journal. 

You are being asked to become an expert in every aspect of your object. Quickly.

All of your research and study will benefit you in the next phase of {p2}

NEXT Space Studio {being prepared is fun}

Your Object Study is due at the start of our next SPACE studio {in VJ}

Bring your object {you are responsible for your object and will return it to us...do not 
loose it} Bring it to ALL of our space studios from now on.

You will also need loads of cardboard, box cutter, extra blades, modge podge, ruler, 
xacto knife, binder clips, hot glue, glue sticks, black sharpie, camera, visual journal.


